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The Amazon, 18th century

POLLO LIKED THE AMAZON. It was, without a doubt, a beautiful

place. It was much more relaxing than big cities, filled with the voices

of everybody that lived there. He never liked being alone with his

thoughts, but he still liked the quiet. It just depended on his mouth.

He liked the smell as well. It always smelled like it had just rained the

day before, or like all the flowers you might find in the forest had

blossomed all at once. Not in a sickly sweet way, but in the way that

summer comes to you in a smell, when you finally realize that spring

is gone.

But it wasn't just the smell, the sound or the look that made it like it.

There was one thing that they had here that he couldn't find

anywhere else in the world. Druig. Even when he wasn't around, Pollo

could still feel his presence. All he needed was to see the villagers to

be reminded of him. Sometimes, he would catch one of them staring

at him and he would know that it was Druig, checking on him and

trying to make sure that he was okay. It might've been one or two

weeks since he'd first arrived, but he'd never been really good at

guessing time, so he might've been wrong.

Druig was everywhere. Not just in the village, but also in his mind. He

would find himself thinking of the mind controller at random times of

the day, always hoping he might bump into him. He didn't really

understand it and he wasn't really trying to. It was new but not

unpleasant. He liked having something to look forward to, something

that always helped him feel better. Sometimes, the simple thought of

Druig was enough to put a smile on his face.

As he sat on the stair in front of the cabin that had been given to him

for his stay, which was more of a theatre than anything, he did

something he hadn't had the chance to do since he'd arrived. He

wrote. He'd gotten back his satchel from Druig and while the other

Eternal had taken the formal snake's corpse from him, he'd let him

keep his journal. He liked being able to write all of his thoughts down,

and so he'd mindlessly started to recount his arrival in Druig's village

and his misadventure with the venomous snake. He let himself revive

each memory, almost completely forgetting about the world around

him. The words he put on paper echoed in his head, losing all their

sense and unable to connect to form sentences, still he managed to

shut it out for once, concentrating on what he was writing. Until it

was taken away from him.

The hand seemed to come out of nowhere, grabbing his journal

before he could even understand what was happening and taking it

away from him. He snapped his head towards the person standing in

front of him, towering above him for the first time in their lives. Druig

had one of his oh so annoying smirk on his face as he quickly glanced

at what he'd taken from his friend.

"Is that your diary, Polly?" Asked Druig with a teasing tone as he

noticed the taller man scolding at him. "Were you writing about me?"

Pollo jumped on his feet and even though he was back to being taller,

Druig's presence still seemed more in control, more powerful. "That's

my journal. I use it to remember my travels. Now give it back."

"Right, your journal. Didn't you have one too, back in your Marco Polo

days?" He tried taking a look inside the pages, however Pollo didn't

let him, trying to take it back, which failed as the mind controller

easily noticed the movement.

"Yeah," he replied reluctantly. "Some human found it a er I lost it and

then sold it. It became a best-seller."

"And you would deprive me of the thrilling sequel? That's pretty rude

of you, Polly," he taunted, bumping his fellow Eternal's nose with the

tip of his finger, which only managed to piss him o .

"Give it back, Druig," he tried again, only for the smaller to take a step

back before he could even advance towards him. "You're acting like a

child."

"Take one to know one, don't you think? Anyway, where's the harm in

me reading it if you didn't write anything about me, uh? Unless

there's something you might want to tell me, of course. So, Polly?

Anything I might want to know before I start my reading? A resume of

the previous one, maybe?"

There were multiple things he wanted to say to Druig, none came to

his mind at that moment. Nothing smart, at least. "Fuck you."

The smirk on the other boy's face grew wider as he noticed how his

friend was pouting, quickly glancing at his lips before he answered.

"Later. Don't you see that I'm trying to read here?"

Pollo clicked his tongue, trying to grab the journal once again, but his

wrist was quickly grabbed by someone on his side. He looked at the

human, easily recognizing Druig's yellow eyes that always followed

whenever he controlled someone. He hu ed, forcing the human to let

go of him, which seemed to be enough for him to snap out of it and

leave both of them alone. But Druig might have been the one to ask

him to leave.

"Boring, boring, boring, bo— Wait. What do you mean when you write

that you were almost murdered?"

"I feel like it's pretty clear," he spoke, shrugging. "Some dude got mad

at me and he had some serious anger management issues, so he tried

to stab me in my sleep. It's okay though, I was having a nightmare so I

was already awake."

The frown on the burnet's face did not show the comprehension Pollo

thought should've followed his explanation. "What made him so mad

at you that he would try to kill you?"

"I slept with his wife." As he realized how emotionless he'd been

when revealing that information, he immediately tried to repair his

mistake, seeing how Druig's eyes had widened. "I mean, I didn't know

that she was married! I never would've slept with her if I'd known! I'm

not a homewrecker! Not on purpose, at least!"

He buried his face in his hands, trying to hide his blush, but the long

silence that followed his declaration didn't really make it better. He

looked at Druig through his fingers, giving him a pleading look,

hoping he might say something.

"You know what? At this point, I don't even question you anymore. It

just gives me headaches," he stated plainly.

"Oh, okay," sighed Pollo as he hesitated on something. "If you, uh, if

you continue on reading, which I don't want you to do, just know that

murder might be a recurring theme. It's not really a big part of my life,

but it's still a part of it, so try not to be so surprised next time. Or,

even better, you could just give me back my journal! Forget this

whole thing!"

"How about... No. Oh, this is interesting!" A look of fear took over

Pollo as he tried to reach the journal once again, but Druig, of course,

wasn't going to let him do so as he was continued to read out loud,

mimicking Pollo's voice. " I like the Amazon, but I'm not sure what I

prefer. The scenery or Druig. He's everywhere and I don't mind. It's

nice seeing him again. I think I might've missed him."

"That's enough!"

He finally decided to stop holding back, pushing Druig on the ground,

however it was no surprise that the mind controller wasn't going to

let him get away with it so easily. As he was falling, he took a hold of

Pollo's hand, dropping the journal next to him, and making him fall

with him. They were, in some ironic way, falling for each other. Or

rather, on each other. In an attempt to protect Druig from his body

crushing him, he placed his hands on each side of him, trying to

break the fall. He winced as his hands got scratched by the ground,

little rocks tearing through his skin.

He looked down at Druig, whom he had managed to save from

getting crushed, who was looking at him with the same smirk from

before still on his face. For once, it was Pollo who backed away, taking

his journal and making sure that Druig wouldn't try taking it again.

Normally, he might have tried to help his friend stand up, but all he

gave him was an annoyed glare as he stood up by himself.

"Did you really miss me?" He asked, his smirk turning into something

that was more similar to a smile.

Pollo rolled his eyes, turning his back on him. "I did before a few

minutes ago."

He heard him chuckle, however he was still decided not to give him

any attention. Which, of course, was rather hard to as he felt Druig's

arms pass around his waist, pulling him closer. It's not like it was the

first time that the other Eternal played this kind of game, still he

found it much more annoying than ever. For some reason, feeling

Druig's breath on his neck made his mind go crazy, a billion thoughts

he couldn't quite comprehend running in it.

"Are you mad at me?" As Pollo didn't answer, Druig took it as a rather

clear answer. "I'm sorry that I stole your diary. Well, journal. I missed

you too, Polly."

The last sentence had been whispered, a secret only for both of them

to hear. Chills went through Pollo's spine, and so he pushed Druig

away from him, turning around so that he could face him.

"Stop it! This isn't funny anymore!" He didn't like snapping at people,

even less since he'd parted ways with the Eternals, still he couldn't

help himself this time. "There's no need to be cruel!"

While the confusion on Druig's face seemed genuine, Pollo had

learned not to trust his expressions anymore. "Cruel? How am I being

cruel?"

"By mocking me. By saying you missed me," he replied, calming

down a bit.

"Mocking you? I'm not. I swear. I did miss you."

He wanted to believe him, he really did, but why would he have

missed him? They hadn't been particularly close before, there were

no reasons for him to have missed Pollo. However, he wanted to

believe him. So even if he didn't, he let Druig approach, even letting

one of his hands fall to his side, not using his arms to shield himself

anymore. That movement brought attention to his injured hand,

making the mind controller frown.

"You're hurt," he wasn't asking, because it was obvious that Pollo

would try to deny it, almost just as obvious as the scratches on his

palm.

The taller man looked down at his palm and though he already knew

he'd hurt himself while falling down, he only seemed to realize it now.

"Barely."

The word was not enough to convince Druig, who forced him to sit

down as his eyes turned yellow. In a matter of seconds, a human with

bandages and some water arrived, placing everything next to Pollo

before leaving the two alone. Carefully, Druig took his hand, and took

some water, cleaning the wound. While he did so, Pollo's eyes stayed

focused on where the human had stood before.

"Are you always in their head?" He wondered, noticing from the

corner of his eyes how Druig tensed up a bit. "Do you control them all

their life?"

"No. At first, I had to control them more o en, but now I don't need

to. They live at peace together. Always being in their head would take

too much energy from me, but I leave just enough of my control to

know if there's any danger lurking. If you were on the other side of

the village and asked any of them if you could see me, I would hear

you."

He hummed in agreement, still refusing to meet Druig's eyes as he

felt his fingers on his palm. He'd started bandaging his hands, doing

with a delicacy he wasn't aware that was possible for him. Druig was,

a er all, not the most delicate of persons. Both in words and actions.

He was sure that he never did it on purpose, it was simply his nature,

to be rough and unforgiving. Pollo used to like thinking that he was

the sweet to his bitter, alas he'd quickly realized that he was nothing

more than the salt to his cut, the flower to his grave and the tears to

his thoughts. Together, they were nothing more than destruction and

bitterness. Or at least, that's what they'd been like before. Now, it was

sweeter. The two of them seemed to have found an innocence that

they didn't have before. The innocence they'd lost when they'd first

met. Pollo liked that. So why did he always felt the need to screw it all

up?

Maybe because it was the only thing he was good at. Messing with

people's lives, making their smiles drop. He'd seen how the Eternals'

behaviours had changed around him when he'd started feeling... less

than good. He knew that, though incapable of understanding it,

they'd noticed the changes that came from him. And so, their smiles

started dropping whenever he wouldn't laugh at a joke or wear his

armour at a fight. He still couldn't explain what happened those

times, as he found himself unable to remember what he'd been

thinking about, still he was glad that he was better now.

"Why is it that you only get hurt when I'm around?" Asked Druig,

finishing ti bandage his hand.

A good question. He wasn't sure he had the answer to it, though. It

was probably rhetorical anyway, however that had never stopped

him from answering before. "I'm good at angering people. And you're

easily angered."

The mind controller chuckling, pushing an invisible lock of hair out of

Pollo's face. "Do you think this is my fault, Polly? You pushed me first,

if I remember correctly."

"You stole my journal," was his quick reply before he scowled at his

one word. "Which sounds like a first grader's argument, but is

technically true."

"You really think so?" Hummed Druig, sitting next to him. "That I'm

the reason you always get hurt?"

"Of course not. You're not responsible for every one of my problems.

But for this one, yes. You are."

"And I'm the cruel one," chuckled the mind controller. "Oh, tell me,

my dearest Polly, could you someday forgive me?"

He supported his words with a kiss on Pollo's knuckle, then turning

his hand for his lips to brush the taller man's injured palm, now

hidden behind a white bandage. The action made a laugh bubble in

his chest and this time, he didn't try taking his hand away from Druig.

It's not really like it was a habit of his, anyway.

"Someday," he taunted, feeling Druig's lips twitch against his skin.

"Come on," pleaded the burnet, their eyes meeting as he pulled away

from Pollo's hand, however not letting go of it. "We both know you

can't hold a grudge. You apologized to the snake that almost killed

you."

"Look, you can either try your chances by betting on how long I can

hold a grudge for, or, "he paused in the middle of his sentence,

standing up, "you can do one small thing for me and will be forgiven."

The mind controller sighed loudly, standing up as well, though

reluctantly. "And what is that small thing? I won't kill anybody for

you, though, that's illegal."

"I wasn't going to ask you to kill someone for me," he laughed, rolling

his eyes. "I was going to ask you to dance with me."

"Dance?" He repeated, as though not sure if he'd heard right. "With

you?"

"Yes. Was this not clear?"

Why did they always end up in this situation? Pollo asking him to

dance, already knowing the answer but trying anyway, and Druig,

wanting to say yes but unable to do so. He had just as many reasons

to refuse than to accept, still the thought of accepting seemed

strange and crazy. One dance couldn't hurt, but what if it could? What

if one dance leads to another? Then what would that second dance

lead to? Madness, heartbreak, chaos. Maybe Pollo would realize that

he didn't like dancing. Not with him, at least.

"There's no music," he stated, hoping he could get Pollo to let go of

this idea.

"We don't need music," quickly countered the taller man. "Are you

scared I'll try to seduce you with my awesome dancing moves?"

Yes. In a way. But Pollo wouldn't understand, of course. For him,

dancing was harmless. Just something fun to do when he was bored.

However, it was much more meaningful to Druig. Something he

definitely not ready for. The last thing he wanted was to let himself be

mesmerized by the few seconds the dance would last. He knew Pollo

too well to know that, with him, thing o en got out of control,

whether he wanted it or not. But control was the one thing he knew

and he would not let it get away from him.

"Not today, Polly. I'm tired and I just really don't feel like dancing."

As always, his refusal came with Pollo's heartbreaking look of

disappointment. It couldn't be fake, Pollo wasn't good enough at

faking emotions, so why was he disappointed? It's not like he would

really have cared whether or not they'd danced. It's not like this had

been important for him. There were no reasons whatsoever for him to

be disappointed unless he'd actually wanted to dance with Druig, but

that was nonsense. Unless it wasn't. a1

And it wasn't. Not to Pollo, at least.
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